
Your guide to become 
CAP Accredited.

The digital platform 
for accelerating value.



Why a Learning Academy for Capitaliz?
Capitaliz is a technically and conceptually complex exit planning tool requiring intermediated 
distribution by a professional advisor.

The distributors for this high value, premium product will largely include exit planners, M&A 
advisors, business brokers, wealth advisors, attorneys and accountants. 

CAP Accreditation licences the advisor and confirms their technical competency in using  
the software, interpreting the report, and confidently presenting it to a client.

With CAP Accreditation, advisors can hit the ground running and confidently navigate the 
Business Insights Report. Using the Implementation Plan functionality through Capitaliz, 
advisors can efficiently project manage the Business Insights Report Advice implementation.



How is the CAP Accreditation  
program delivered?
To become CAP Accredited, users must first complete all modules on CAP Academy, our 
interactive Learning Management System (LMS). Delivered online when it suits you, CAP 
Accreditation can be earned in around 20 hours. 

CAP Academy 
Modules
Theoretical lessons 
and key learnings, 
including interpreting 
each page of the 
report and positioning 
it to a client. 

Explanatory Video

We present each section of the report as if we were  
you—the advisor—presenting to a client.

Unit Theory

Get the foundation right so you can think from first principles  
even if you don’t have a CPA background.

Practical Reviews & Quizzes

The Capitaliz Presenter’s Playbook covers each section of the report,  
how the evaluations are formed, and has a ready reference for ratio and 
scorecard sections. Includes quizzes to check your understanding.

Practical  
Case Study
Put your knowledge 
into practice on a 
case study to gain 
feedback on where to 
improve before your 
Accreditation exam.

Practice Data Collection

Determine the core areas of client data collection and  
practice inputting them into the Capitaliz platform

Presentation Rehearsal

Show your understanding and get tips on presenting  
reports via recording or face-to-face with an analyst.

Receive Feedback

Get customised tips for improving your processes  
and presentation style to use Capitaliz with confidence.  
Any additional training identified will be provided 1:1  
by our coaches.

Certification Your assessment will build on the knowledge acquired during the 
program. You’ll have the opportunity to experience onboarding 
“Smith Engineering” as a new test client in the Capitaliz system 
and upload the relevant case data and documentation. 

The case study is not a timed assessment, allowing for practical 
exploration and learning at your own pace. Once submitted, 
the case study will be reviewed by our analysts, with feedback 
provided within 72 hours. Any additional training required will be 
scheduled in with our qualified exit planning coaches.
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What’s involved in obtaining  
your CAP Accreditation?
The accreditation process is self-paced, meaning you can register when it suits you and take as 
much or as little time as you need to complete the assessment. However, we anticipate you should 
set aside around 20 hours to complete the course and case study comfortably. 

The objective of the accreditation process is to provide advisors with a practical understanding of 
how to create, interpret and present the powerful Capitaliz Business Insights Report. Much of the 
learning system is centred on the Business Insights Report. 

The syllabus incorporates seven modules: 

Introduction to CAP Accreditation
In this video-based module, advisors will experience an overview of the 
CAP Accreditation Learning Management System with Capitaliz CEO, 
Danielle Nugent. 

It all begins with Insights:  
Navigating the Business Insights Report

In this video-based module, Capitaliz founder Craig West 
introduces you to the Business Insights Report, walking 
through each component and explaining key concepts.  
At each scorecard report, Craig will present the results as he 
would to a client, so advisors gain a practical understanding 
of how to engage a client in the report presentation process. 
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Getting ready to onboard to Capitaliz
In this practical module, advisors are introduced 
to the checklist of data and documentation 
required to establish a report. 

In this comprehensive How-To video, advisors are 
introduced to the Capitaliz software. Advisors are 
shown how to onboard a new client (using a client 
case study), upload financial and non-financial 
data, normalise accounts, input risk variables,  
and prepare a Business Insights Report. 

We’ll then introduce you to the software  
backend and explain the Capitaliz data  
analyst role in overseeing the Business Insights 
Report valuation. 

Practical considerations in preparing and presenting to your client
In a practical video, Craig West provides tips on end-to-end engagement with a 
client using the Business Insights Report. 

We start with suggestions for preparing for the initial client engagement, 
including how to run the discovery workshop. You’ll learn what it takes to run a 
successful Business Insights Report presentation workshop as well as tips and 
tricks on the most powerful ‘Do’s and Don’ts’ learnt by Craig over 12 years of 
presenting the report to over 700 of his clients. 
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Business Insights Report. Theory, practical application & quizzes
We review each key section of the Business Insights Report at three levels. 
First, we review the theory behind each report component, including 
methodologies, ratios and calculations. 

Next, we review the practical application of each report section to 
understand what the results mean to a client. Lastly, each section will have  
a mini quiz to reaffirm understanding. 

The pass rate for each quiz is set at 100% before being able to move  
to the next unit. 
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Case study requirements: Smith Engineering documentation
In the last step to CAP Accreditation, advisors complete a 
comprehensive case study online using Capitaliz.

‘The Complete Guide’ to Capitaliz is available to support learners 
through the process. Learners will onboard a new client, upload financial 
and non-financial data, normalise accounts, input risk variables,  
and prepare a Business Insights Report.

Once complete, learners will receive feedback from a Capitaliz analyst, 
with comments and required course corrections. 

Upon completing the Case study assessment task, advisors become 
CAP Accredited and issued a Capitaliz Licence. Our CAP Academy 
Onboarding Coach will schedule 1:1 time to ensure accredited advisors 
have all they need to hit the ground running!
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Ensuring an ongoing engagement: The power of  
the implementation plan and the advisory board
In this module, advisors are introduced to the Capitaliz 
implementation plan. This automated pathway links the powerful 
report insights to the value potential, guaranteeing an ongoing 
consulting engagement with every client.

Craig West provides tips on securing a consulting engagement 
through the advisory board and how to price your services.
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What support  
can I expect?
The CAP Academy Learning  
system includes a Feedback and  
Help function chatbox.

For queries whilst you are in the 
Capitaliz software application, the 
feedback and IT Help chatboxes 
enable you to screen capture any 
issue you encounter. Capitaliz also 
enables you to communicate directly 
with the analyst team through the 
email functionality in each module.

For any additional support, you can contact our  
support@capitaliz.com for a response within 24 hours. 

Onboarding Dates
Strictly limited Pilot program intake for 2021 by request. Self Serve access from 2022.



Level 6, 50 York St,  
Sydney NSW 2000
capitaliz.com

To find out how to obtain your  
CAP Accreditation, please visit  
capitaliz.com or contact:
Danielle Nugent
dnugent@capitaliz.com
Sam Walters
swalters@capitaliz.com

http://capitaliz.com
http://capitaliz.com

